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Abstract 
This paper addresses the problem of finding reliable a priori shortest path to maximize the probability of arriving on time in a 
stochastic and time-dependent network. Optimal solutions to the problem can be obtained from finding non-dominated paths, 
which are defined based on first-order stochastic dominance. We formulate the problem of finding non-dominated paths as a 
general dynamic programming problem because  non-dominated 
paths. A label-correcting algorithm is designed to nd optimal paths based on the new proporty 
holds. Numerical results are provided using a small network. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
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1. Introduction 
Traffic networks are subject to a large degree of uncertainty due to demand fluctuations and supply 
degradations (Schrank and Lomax, 2009). This results in unstable link travel times with the unreliability. In order 
choice decisions in a transportation system, a stochastic time-dependent (STD) network 
is reasonable to model such uncertainties, where link travel times are not only random variables but also whose 
probability distribution functions (PDF) vary with time (Hall, 1986; Fu, 1998; Miller-Hooks, 2001; Nielsen, 
2003; Gao and Chabini, 2006; Gao and He, 2012). 
Stochastic shortest path problem (SSPP) is intended to provide a priori optimal path (as a single solution) or 
adaptive en-route path trees (as a set of solutions) in stochastic network. Either way, the optimality condition for 
ro  due to various objective functions, including (1) minimizing the expected 
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travel time (Hall, 1986; Fu, 1998; Miller-Hooks, 2001; Nielsen, 2003; Yang and Miller-Hooks, 2004; Gao and 
Chabini, 2006; Gao and He, 2012), (2) maximizing the probability of travellers arriving at their destination within 
a given travel time budget (Frank, 1969; Fan et al. 2005a; Fan and Nie, 2006; Wu and Nie, 2011; Samaranayake 
et al. 2012) and (3) minimizing travel time budget required to ensure a pre-specified on-time arrival probability 
(Chen and Ji, 2005; Nie and Wu, 2009a; Chen et al. 2011) . The above three kinds of objective functions can be 
summarized as two kinds of problems: (a priori or adaptive) least expected time path problem (LETPP) (case 1) 
and (a priori or adaptive) reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) (case 2 and 3). A priori (or adaptive) least 
expected travel time path is not desirable to a risk-averse traveler because it may have a high variance in travel 
time. Meanwhile, travelers may care about the probability of arriving on destination within a given time budget if 
they cannot know precisely when they can arrive their destinations. A large of empirical studies showed that 
travelers are interested in not only travel time saving but also reducing travel time variability (Abdel-Aty et al. 
1995; Lam, 2000; Brownstone et al. 2003; Wu and Nie, 2011). 
In this paper, we focus on the reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) which aims to find a priori paths of 
maximizing the probability of arriving on time in an STD network. The contributions of this paper can be 
elaborated from the following aspects: (1) Extending reliable shortest path problem from static and stochastic 
network to dynamic and stochastic network; (2) An introduction of non-dominated path in STD network, and 
proof that non-  (3) An exact label-correcting algorithm is designed to 
find non-dominated paths as an extension of Algorithm SPOTAR-LC in Nie and Wu (2009a). 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the STD network and reliable path is 
-dominated path is defined and its property is provided in Section 3. A label-correcting algorithm is 
presented in Section 4, and computational tests are conducted in Section 5. In Section 6, conclusions are made. 
2. Problem statement 
Consider an STD network ),,,( XTANG  consisting of a set of nodes N ( nN ), a set of links 
A ( mA ). Each node i has a set of successor nodes Ajiji ),(,)(  and a set of predecessor 
nodes Aikki ),(,)(1 . Link travel times are random variables and the probability distributions of link 
travel times are dependent on the time. Consequently, the travel time on these types of links can be modelled as a 
continuous-time stochastic process. Denote ,0),( TttXij  as a stochastic process of travel time on 
link ij, where )(tX ij is the travel time of link ij for vehicles entering link ij at time t. For each time instance t, 
)(tX ij is considered as a continuous random variable with probability density function (PDF) denoted 
by ),( xtfij . Furthermore, it is assumed that the travel times on individual links at a particular point in time are 
statistically independent. 
All paths that connect starting node No  and destination node Nd  form a set odK . The travel time 
along path odod K is also random variable and can be modeled as a continuous-time stochastic process. 
Denote ,0),( TttSod  as a stochastic process of travel time along path od , where )(tS od is the 
travel time along path od for vehicles out of starting node o at time t . Let xtSPxtU odod )(),( be the 
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of path travel time )(tS od . 
The most reliable path in a static and stochastic network defined by Frank (1969) can be extended to a STD 
network with respect to the pre-specified departure time t and travel time budget b as below: 
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 1. ((t,b)-reliable path). Given a departure time t and travel time budget b, a path odod K is (t,b)-
reliable path if and only if ),(),( btUbtU odl
od , odod Kl . A set of (t,b)-reliable path between o and d is 
denoted as ),( btod . 
Proposition 1. Subpaths of (t,b)-reliable path may not be (t,b)-reliable path. 
Proof. Suppose jdjd K  is not be (t,b)-reliable path, we need to show that  idjdid Kij can be (t,b)-
reliable path, where jdid ij show that id is an extension of jd along the link ij . The relationship 
between the travel times of a path and its subpath is given as follows: 
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Without loss of generality, let us assume that only one path jdjd Kl exists such that 
),(),( btUbtU jdl
jd (thus jd is not (t,b)-reliable path). However, this assumption does not necessarily 
invalidate the above inequality. #  
Let us define (t,b)-reliable shortest path problem ((t,b)-RSPP): 
                                                   ,),,(max),( odododl
od KlbtUbtU                                               (5a) 
                                                   .),,(maxarg),( odododl
od KlbtUbtu                                         (5b) 
The Proposition 1 means that we cannot to solve (t,b)-reliable shortest path problem by conventional dynamic 
(t,b)-reliable path may be 
obtained without enumerating all paths. 
3. Non-dominated path problem 
. ((t,b)-non-dominated path). Given a departure time t and travel time budget b, a path odod K is 
(t,b)-non-dominated path if and only if no path odod Kl such that: 
(1) ),(),( ybytUybytU ododl , ],0[ by , and  
(2) ),0(0 by such that ),(),( 0000 ybytUybytU
odod
l . 
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A set of (t,b)-non-dominated path between o and d is denoted as ),( btod . 
Proposition 2. Subpaths of (t,b)-non-dominated path must be (t,b)-non-dominated path.  
Proof.  Let idid K is (t,b)-non-dominated path, supposing one of its subpaths jdjd K is not (t,b)-non-
dominated path. There exists a path jdjd Kl such 
that ),,(),( yxbyxtUyxbyxtU jdjdl ],0[ byx and ),0(00 byx such 
that ),(),( 00000000 yxbyxtUyxbyxtU
jdjd
l . Recalling for ],0[ by , 
                 dxxybxytUxytfybytU jd
yb
ij
id ),(),(),(
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Moreover, the above inequality holds strictly for some ),0(0 by . This implies that is 
idid K is not (t,b)-
non-dominated path because of the existence of idid Kl , contradiction. #  
Let us define (t,b)-non-dominated path problem ((t,b)-NDPP): 
                                    ,),(),,(max),( btlbtUbtU odododl
od                                                (7a) 
                                   .),(),,(maxarg),( btlbtUbtu odododl
od                                                 (7b) 
The principle of optimality assured by Proposition 2 can be utilized to search for (t,b)-non-dominated path, just 
like in conventional dynamic programming. The difference is that we are likely to be left with a set of (t,b)-non-
dominated paths, and dealing with such a set that usually incurs extra computational overhead. 
The (t,b)-non-dominated path problem is formulated as: find ),( btid , Ni such that: 
),(),(
)(
btijoptimalbt jdjdjdid
jPDSi
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Where optimal means selecting (t,b)-non-dominated paths. 
4. Solution Algorithm 
The solution algorithm to the (t,b)-NDPP (t,b)-non-dominated paths for each node i and 
(t,b)-reliable path for given departure time t and time budget b for each node i. While (t,b)-NDPP 
may be solved in its continuous form, we only consider the discrete version when discussing solution algorithms 
because of the following two reasons. First, the solution algorithm to the (t,b)-NDPP consists of two main 
building blocks: the evaluation of the convolution integral in the recursive equation (2), and the iterative 
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construction of (t,b)-non-dominated path sets through dynamic programming. Evaluating convolution integrals 
usually calls for discrete numerical procedures even if the probability density function has a continuous form. 
Second, probability distributions from real-world applications are often available in discrete forms as probability 
density function. Also, any continuous stochastic process may be appropriately discretized as described below. 
Let Lb  be the traval time budget b, where  is the length of the time unit. For any link ij , the 
probability mass function xtPij , of )(tXij may be obtained from its probability density function xtfij ,  as 
follows: 
   
otherwise
Lxdwwtf
Lxdwwtf
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x ij
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,                                      (9) 
)(tXij  must take a non-negative multiple of . 
This assumption helps simplify the evaluation of convolution integral. The equation is discretized as: 
                            bLy
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x
ij
id
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0                         (10) 
The solution algorithm to the (t,b)-NDPP is based on the Algorithm SPOTAR-LC proposed by Nie and Wu 
(2009a). The major difference between the two algorithms is that the solution algorithm to the (t,b)-NDPP works 
in a stochastic time-dependent (STD) network while Algorithm SPOTAR-LC works in a static and stochastic 
network. Note that, Procedure ND-CHECK is adapted from Procedure LR-CHECK (Nie and Wu, 2009a) in order 
to reduce the amount of effort required to check dominance. The difference between the two algorithms is that 
Procedure LR-CHECK check the local-reliable path (Nie and Wu, 2009a) while Procedure ND-CHECK check 
(t,b)-non-dominated path. 
The algorithm maintains a set of (t,b)- non-dominated paths for each node i, denoted as ),( btid . )(  is a 
subpath operator used to track paths. That is, jdid )( such that jdid ij . A list of candidate paths is 
denoted by using Q, the path jd is selected from Q at each iteration of the algorithm and constracts new path 
jdid ij and set jdkQQ / . If id is (t,b)- non-dominated path at node i, set idQQ and 
id
idid btbt ),(),( . Upon termination, Q  and all Nibtid ),,( contains only (t,b)-non-
dominated paths. So the (t,b)-optimal reliable path can be obtained from checking (t,b)-non-dominated paths. 
m now follows. 
 
Algorithm ND-path 
Inputs: STD network ),,,( CTANG , destination d, department time t out of starting node )( dii  and 
time budget b. 
Return: The sets of (t,b)-non-dominated path and (t,b)-reliable path at starting node )( dii . 
Step 0. Initialization. 
Step 0.1. Imput department time t and time budget b. 
Step 0.2. Initialize labels:  
for all dNi \ : do 
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bMxxbxtU id ,,2,,0,0),( , ),( btid . 
end for 
for di : 1),( xbxtU dd , bMxxbxtU dd ,,2,,0,1),(0 , 
ddQ 0 . 
Step 1. Check candidate paths 
        If Q  then  
Select the path jd from the Q , set jdQQ / , go to step 2. 
        Else  
Go to step 3 
        End if  
Step 2. Update labels. 
       For all )(1 ji (i.e. , Aji ),( ) do 
Step 2.1. cycle check:  
Call procedure CYCLE-CHECK. 
If node i is already on path jd  then 
go to step 2, take the next link.  
End if 
Step 2.2. Temporal label creation: 
      Construct a new path jdid ij , calculate 
bMyyxbyxtUxytPybytU jd
yb
x
ij
id ,,2,,0),,(),(),(
0
 
Step 2.3. Label comparison:
 If ),( btid  then 
Call procedure ND-CHECK.  
If id is (t,b)-non-dominance path, then  
idQQ , jdid )(  
End if 
Else  
),,(),( ybytUybytU idid bMy ,,2,,0  
id
id bt ),( ,
jdid )(  
End if  
End for 
Go to step 1 
Step 3. Stop and find the (t,b)-optimal reliable path. 
       For all dNi \ : do 
NibtUbtU id
bt
id
idid
),,(max),(
),(  
NibtUbtu id
bt
id
idid
),,(maxarg),(
),(  
       End for 
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5. Numerical experiments 
The objectives of the computational tests are to verify validity and feasibility of algorithms using a small 
network. The link travel time )(tX ij  is assumed to follow a normal distribution ))(),((
2 ttN ijij :  
2
2
)(2
))((
exp
2)(
1),(
t
tx
t
xtf
ij
ij
ij
ij                                              (11) 
Where )(),( tt ijij are parameters as a function of time t. We note that the mean and variance of the normal 
distribution are )(tij and )(
2 tij , respectively. The algorithms were coded using matlab and tested on a 
Windows-XP (64) workstation with two 2.00 GHz Xeon CPUs and 4G RAM. 
Fig. 1 shows the topology of a samll network and the probability density functions (PDF) and cumulative 
distribution functions (CDF) of each link for different departure time. The destination is node 4. Set 1.0 . For 
the illustrative purpose, only three such periods are defined, the parameters of each link travel time are seted as 
follows: 
],60[],8,60[
]60,30[],12,50[
]30,0[],15,40[
)](),([
t
t
t
tt ijij .                                             (12) 
We emphasize that the cumulative distribution functions in this experiment are carefully set to satisfy the 
stochastic FIFO condition (see Definition 3) and can be seen from the fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. A samll network , PDF and CDF of each link for different departure time. 
 
Fig. 2 (left) shows )60,10(14 yyU  as a function of y when giving the departure time t=10 and time 
budget b=60 on three predetermined paths between the OD pairs 1 4: path: 1-4; path: 1-3-4; path: 1-3-2-4. Fig. 2 
(right) shows )60,10(34 yyU  as a function of y when giving the departure time t=10 and time budget 
b=60 on two predetermined paths between the OD pairs 3 4: path: 3-4; path: 3-2-4.  Fig. 3 (left) shows 
)90,10(14 yyU  as a function of y when giving the departure time t=10 and time budget b=90 on three 
predetermined paths between the OD pairs 1 4: path: 1-4; path: 1-3-4; path: 1-3-2-4. Fig. 3 (right) shows 
)90,10(34 yyU  as a function of y when giving the departure time t=10 and time budget b=90 on two 
predetermined paths between the OD pairs 3 4: path: 3-4; path: 3-2-4.   
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Fig. 2. )60,10(14 yyU and )60,10(34 yyU with respect to y 
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Fig. 3. )90,10(14 yyU and )90,10(34 yyU with respect to y 
 
As shown, path: 1-4 and path: 1-3-4 are both (10, 60)-non-dominance path and (10, 90)-non-dominance path 
between the OD pairs 1 4, path: 3-4 and path: 3-2-4 are both (10, 60)-non-dominance path and (10, 90)-non-
dominance path between the OD pairs 3 4. Figs. 2-3 demonstrate a jump on the ),(14 ybytU  and 
),(34 ybytU around the y=20, which obviously coincides with the boundary between three periods. 
6. Concluding remarks 
This paper addresses the reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) which aims to find a priori paths of 
maximizing the probability of arriving on time in a stochastic time-dependent network where link travel times are 
not only random variables but also whose probability distribution functions vary with time. It is shown that, in 
such a network, RSPP can not be solved by 
does not hold. Non-dominated paths are defined based on stochastic dominance. Meanwhile, we show that non-
dominated path problem (NDPP) can be formulated and solved using conventional dynamic programming 
because non-dominated path  
An exact label-correcting is designed to solve NDPP. Numerical experiments verify the correctness of the 
proposed algorithm ND-path. The algorithm ND-path provides more practical method because travelers are easy 
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to obtain the expected results by setting the prescribed time budget. Hence the algorithm ND-path is more 
attractive in dealing with reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) in STD network. 
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